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Cross-Field-Current Driven Lower-Hybrid Instability and Stochastic Ion Heatinge
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A suprathermal electron beam is injected parallel to 8 in a low-p plasma. The sharp
space-potential drop across the surface of the beam generates a strong cross-field cur-
r t h' h tur d v a modified two-stream instability at the lower hybrid frequen-
cy. Intense stochastic ion heating is observed with the onset of the instability, and the
heating rate is found to be proportional to the wave energy.

Heating a plasma by injecting high-energy
charged or neutral-particle beams is a topic of
major interest in fusion plasma physics. We
have investigated a fundamental process in the
interaction between an injected high-energy elec-
tron beam and a target plasma.

In past years, cross-field-current driven mi-
croinstabilities have been intensively studied, "
particularly in connection with anomalous ion
heating in plasmas produced by relativistic elec-
tron beam injection into mirror machines, i9

pinches, ' and collisionless shock experiments. '
Among these instabilities, a lowe-hybrid insta-
bility, with frequency between the electron and
ion cyclotron frequencies (&u„& at„„&td„), is
easily destabilized by E &&B current. This insta-
bility often occurs as a flute-type nonresonant
mode and can play an important role in enhanced
ion heating. ' In contrast to ion acoustic waves,
lower-hybrid waves are not subject to strong ion
Landau damping even in isothermal (T, = T, ) plas-
mas and can have a large growth rate (y- at).

In this Letter, we report a new experimental
identification of the modified two-stream lower-
hybrid instability and the resultant stochastic ion
heating in a laboratory plasma, not only in steady
state but also in pulsed operation. A significant
result of the present experiment is the first de-
tailed study of the relation between the excited
wave amplitude and the ion heating rate (time
resolution: t& 2 p, sec), elucidating the stochastic
ion heating which is due to the lower-hybrid in-
stability.

The experiments were performed on the ther-
mally ionized potassium plasma of the Princeton
Q-1 device, ' Fig. 1(a). The plasma column (diam-
eter 3.2 cm, confining field 2-6 kG, T„»T„
=0.35 eV, and n„=10' cm ') is divided by a nega-
tively biased mesh (grid spacing &)t. D). If the
beam-source end plate is biased at a potential
somewhat higher than the mesh voltage. and the
target-plasma end plate is grounded, electrons
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flow through the mesh with more than thermal
velocity into the target plasma; high electron con-
ductivity lowers the potential in the beam region.
The beam, well defined by a mechanical aperture
(g =2-4 mm), has a velocity tie~(2eVb&, /m)' '
and density n, co noexp[e(vb, „—V,@)/T]. The im-
portant feature is that the sharp drop in plasma
potential at the radial surface of the electron
beam creates a strong cross-field azimuthal
electron current [c(ExB)/B] at the surface, Fig.
1(b). Ion ExB motion is negligible because of the
high ion inertia and (1/q)(dy/dr)» 1/p, . Colli-
sional effects are negligible.

With the injection of a low-density beam (n„/
n„«1, eV, » ttT, ) we observe the familiar elec-
tron-electron two-stream instability which has
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been well investigated. ' The peak frequency is
somewhat below the electron plasma frequency,
and neither fluctuations below the ion plasma fre-
quency nor ion heating are detected in this condi-
tion.

On the other hand, with a high-density beam
(n„/n„( 1), we observe a new instability (&u

= ar„H= w~, ) destabilized at the periphery of the
injected beam. The identification of this insta-
bility and the resultant ion heating are the subject
of this Letter. Figure 1(b) depicts the potential
profile. The radial space-potential profile agrees
with the floating-potential profile since most of
the electrons in the beam region are supplied
through the mesh and charge neutrality is main-
tained by the reduction of the electron supply
from the target end plate. Figure 1(c) presents
the measured wave amplitude versus radial posi-
tion. The amplitude of the instability peaks at a
few cyclotron harmonics clustered near the lower-
hybrid frequency, Fig. 2(a), and the center of the
spectrum shifts with the target plasma density.
Propagation is predominantly azimuthal [in the
slab model, k, & k„»k, =m/2L; I, is the machine
length (10' cm)] in the direction of the E x B drift.
Figure 2(b) presents the azimuthal phase veolicty
versus magnetic field strength B, showing &o/k„
—B '. Since the parallel wavelength, A.„ is
longer than the machine length, there is no paral-
lel resonance effect' between the injected beam
velocity and the wave propagation. The observa-
tions are in agreement with numerical calcula-
tions of the modified two-stream instability. '

Theoretically, we consider a low-P Mmmellian
target plasma in a straight magnetic field Bz with
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FIQ. 2. (a) Frequency spectrum vs target plasma
density. Solid curve denotes fI H- f&, , B=4 kG. (b) Azi-
muthal phase velocity vs B. Solid line is calculation in
the Quid limit calibrated at ~ =5.5 kQ, for fixed k~ =m/

K, eVblas=8 eV. "&xs=(6+3)x10 cm/sec for 5.5
kQ; ~ denotes azimuthal mode number.

T = T, = To and an electron beam with streaming
velocity u=ui~z+u~y and temperature T, = T0. The
dispersion relation for electrostatic waves propa-
gating nearly perpendicular to B (k~» k, and &u/

k, v, &1), for k,p, « 1 skip, and ~~,«~„, is writ-
ten at the beam surface:

where X = k'p, '/2, p, = (2T,/M~„')' 7v, = (2T,./
M)'7', I„ is the modified Bessel function of nth
order, and Z is the plasma dispersion function
with conventional definitions. ' We have neglected
the electron diamagnetic drift since probe meas-
urements indicate that the electron density gradi-
ent is small at the beam surface. ' We have also
assumed that all electrons are drifting with the
macroscopic azimuthal velocity at the beam sur-
face.

In the present experiment, with 10 '( (k, '/k')
x(M/m)(1 and &u~, /&u„. =3-10, a numerical cal-
culation of Eq. (1) predicts the most unstable
modes somewhat below ~~, , with a few cyclotron

harmonics. '" The phase velocity of the wave is
close to the E&B drift velocity of the electrons
at the beam surface. These features are com-
pared with the experiment in Fig. 2.

In order to investigate in detail the relation be-
tween the wave amplitude and ion heating, a
pulsed electron beam (7 „„s1 psec) is injected.
The absolute value of the wave amplitude is meas-
ured with a probe calibrated by comparing dc and
rf probe detection characteristics. The very
large saturated amplitude (eP/T„-1) invokes
modification of ion orbits in the wave potential
trough. ' However, in the present open-system
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experiment the wave saturation is considered to
be due to modification of the electron's velocity
and space distribution at the beam edge. Parallel
and perpendicular ion temperatures are measured
using a small Faraday cup (size 2 mm, located
outside of the electron beam) in which the separa-
tion between the electron shielding grid and col-
lector is less than 0.2 mm. The collector cur-
rent signal is analyzed with boxcar sampling at a
resolution time shorter than 2 p, sec. In all cases,
the wave amplitude saturates within a few micro-
seconds (~@„„„-3/~~,a v„„), after which strong
ion heating occurs, Fig. 3. The deviation from
the computer simulation results' in which T, in-
creases with wave amplitude is considered to be

due to the present large ion/electron mass ratio
(M/m = 8X10') and the small electron beam radi-
us (rb„ /r~„, , = s). Another important differ-
ence is that here EXB pumping is continuously
supplied after the wave saturation. T,. saturates
at T s 200 @sec: This saturation is due to a bal-
ance between the energy input and losses caused
by large ion Larmor radii. The ion distribution
f(v, ) is rather close to MMtwellian without a pro-
nounced tail. T, (r) has a peak just outside of the
beam during and after the injection. An increase
in T, was not detected except at the beam edge:
The electron transit time is much shorter than
the heating time.

According to renormalized quasilinear theory, "
the ion heating rate can be expressed as

dt's, , ((E,(*) v.(k)
(4 ),g,

dl; ~' 4' (u' k'v ' xp k'v '

Usually a quasilinear theory (QLT) is used for
weakly turbulent plasma or in the linear growth
state in which b, tu, &„,„&y, b, (cu/k)& v„,p. This
instability with large growth rate quickly reaches
a highly nonlinear stationary turbulent state, ap-
parently not relevant to QLT. However, if one
renormalizes QLT by introducing stochasticity as
v, (k)/k = b, (&u/k) & v„, (v,«u), the theory can
again be used to estimate energy transfer from
waves to ions. The second term represents reso-

i nant ion heating (u»& m„) and is much smaQer
than the first for the present conditions.

An estimate of v, =~„=const. sy is supported
by the observed constant spectrum width, 4~,
and the correlation of the signals from two probes
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FIG. 3. Pulsed operation. From top, mesh bias, in-
stability amplitude, and perpeudicu1ar {closed circles,
T s j ) and parallel (open cirlces, T; II ) ion temperatures
are plotted vs time. B =4 kG. Typical ion-current I-V
curves of the energy analyzer are also shown in the
corner. The decrease of the saturation current is most-
ly due to the density reduction caused by the instability.
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separated by y =2m/k, ."'" Substituting the meas-
ured values of v, (k) =0.1~~„+„&„'/4moT,,
=0.04, v „k =-', co~, , we obtain (1/T, ,)(d T/dt)
=0.009&v~„corresponding to v„„„.„g =20 p, sec, in
agreement with Fig. 3.

To check the guasilinear heating rate, Fig. 4(a)
presents the T, increase versus time for vari-
ous saturated wave energies. As seen in Fig.
4(b), the ion-heating rate is proportional to the
saturated wave energy, quantitatively confirming
the quasilinear relation with v, = constant. Fur-
thermore, since we have observed a linear rela-
tion between the saturated wave energy and the
radial voltage drop (pumping energy), the ion
heating rate is proportional to the power input
through the E&B motion of the electrons. A sim-
ilar result is obtained for the electron heating
rate in parametrically driven instabilities. "
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A new method that includes Iong-range interactions is described and used to compute
the site-occupancy correlation in a one-dimensional ionic conductor. The method is ap-
plied to hollandite, for which the ions move within independent channels. Through this
analysis, we deduce specific information about the interionic potential from experimental
data on cationic order. Because of the pecu1iar screening provided by this material, the
potential between mobile ions decays quickly for the first few lattice sites and has only
a weak Coulomb tail.

One dimensionality often plays a special role
in physical systems. This is the case for ions
moving within channels and occupying a fraction p
of the available sites. The self-diffusion coeffi-
cient is zero (for an infinite system) but not the
dc conductivity. Furthermore, in one dimension
the correlation is very sensitive to details of the

interionic potential. '
In this Letter, we investigate the general rela-

tionship between long-range interionic potentials
and the site-occupancy correlation and show to
what extent information about the effective inter-
ionic potential may be extracted from experi-
mental data about the state of order. As an ap-
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